Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Various applications of THz radiation demand a high--brilliance monochromatic source with tunable characteristics such as spectral range, pulse duration, polarization, and directivity^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^. Semi--conventional linac--based THz sources can provide sub-picosecond radiation pulses at approximately the hundred $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1$$\end{document}$ THz^[@CR5]--[@CR9]^. However, in many applied investigations, narrow--band sources at this energy level are desired^[@CR10]--[@CR14]^. Evidently, to achieve this objective, the usage of a monochromator is required. However, approaches offering more output energy are related to the utilization of sources based on radiation mechanisms which are intrinsically monochromatic; for instance, coherent Smith-Purcell radiation (SPR)^[@CR15]^ or coherent Cherenkov radiation from dielectric lined waveguides^[@CR16]^. Typically, spectral line fine-tuning of SPR-based sources is performed by output photon angular selection, i.e., by detection aperture positioning^[@CR17]^ or by the rotation of an additional mirror upon parallel passage of an electron beam near a grating^[@CR18]^. Superior spectral tuning can only be accomplished by the replacement of the grating with another having a different profile or period^[@CR19]^. In the refs. ^[@CR20],[@CR21]^ initial proposals to use non--parallel orientation of a grating relative to a beam to change the frequency of the SPR spectral lines for a given outgoing photon angle were presented. In this case, the position of the collimator or aperture, which provided the radiation beam spectral acceptance, was fixed. Moreover, in ref. ^[@CR20]^ the generalized dispersion relation for the inclined grating was obtained as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda =\frac{d}{k}(\frac{cos\,\eta }{\beta }-cos\,(\theta -\eta )),$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ is the radiation wavelength, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ is the grating period, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k$$\end{document}$ is the diffraction order, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ is the electron velocity in light units, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta $$\end{document}$ is the grating orientation angle, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ is the observation angle. For a charge trajectory parallel to the grating ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta =0$$\end{document}$) Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} coincides with the well-known SPR dispersion relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda =\frac{d}{k}({\beta }^{-1}-{\rm{c}}{\rm{o}}{\rm{s}}\,\theta )$$\end{document}$. It is important to note that Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} is also valid for larger grating orientation angles that are typically unreachable for SPR generation experiments due to the longitudinal grating dimensions and the small distance to the electron beam. However, implementation of large angle radiation emission may be considered in a "diffraction radiation"--like arrangement. This should lead to different radiation polarization maps, intensities and directivity profiles, although the approach offers wide--range monochromatic spectral tunability which still follows Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}. Radiation generated in this case, by analogy with the grating transition radiation^[@CR22]--[@CR24]^, also has significant spectral tunability but without the drawback of the destructive interaction of the electron beam with the grating material. This radiation is referred to as the "grating diffraction radiation" (GDR).

In this report, we demonstrate the first experimental observation of coherent GDR which includes the investigation of the basic spectral, spatial and polarization properties in addition to a discussion on GDR intensity in comparison with coherent SPR and coherent diffraction radiation (CDR). The result improves the prospects of designing a tabletop wide--range tunable quasi--monochromatic or multi--colour radiation source in the GHz--THz frequency range.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Details of the experimental geometry are illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The Coulomb field of the relativistic charge with the effective radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ is the Lorentz-factor and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ is the radiation wavelength) interacts with a tilted periodic structure on the length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta \le {\eta }_{c}$$\end{document}$, assuming the axis of rotation in the center of the grating and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${h}_{h} < \gamma \lambda $$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${h}_{h}$$\end{document}$ is the horizontal impact-parameter. If the relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{eff}={L}_{eff}/d\gg 1$$\end{document}$ is satisfied, one can expect that the resulting radiation would become quasi-monochromatic and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth can be estimated as^[@CR25]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ - grating period, ☉ - grating rotation axis in XZ plane.

The monochromaticity estimation from the above--given equation is valid only for a small capture angle of the detection system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{0}$$\end{document}$ is the number of grating periods. The factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.89$$\end{document}$ comes from the Fourier transform of the periodical function (grating periods), shaped by the rectangular window representing the finite grating length^[@CR26]^.

In the present investigation, we measured the spectral--angular distribution and polarization properties of the radiation produced by the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta {\nu }_{exp}=140\pm 1$$\end{document}$ GHz, the broadband coherent transition radiation (CTR) spectrum from the flat surface on the rear of the grating plate was measured. The CDR was generated from the same surface, but when the target's vertical position was set to allow for the electron beam passage below the target. It is important to mention that two impact-parameters, the horizontal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A summary of the GDR spectra measurements for both HP and VP is shown in Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} along with the GDR spectral--angular distribution for diffraction orders $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec3}
==========

It is expected that for the THz frequency range ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The GDR radiated energy can be estimated through comparison of the GDR and CDR experimental data while CDR yield can be analytically found. Using the notation from ref. ^[@CR35]^ one can write the following expression for CDR HP spectral density assuming a perfectly conducting semi-plane target and neglecting the terms lower than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Wide--range tunability and the possibility of bandwidth selection, along with further grating and electron beam parameter optimization will lead to a much higher peak radiation power. Due to the unperturbed interaction of the electron beam with the grating, one can consider GDR applications in time-resolved THz spectroscopy experiments^[@CR36]^, to non--invasive beam diagnostics^[@CR37]--[@CR39]^ and multi--colour radiation generation^[@CR40]^ by an array of gratings. To increase the GDR radiated power further, a slit--grating (i.e. when the electron beam is passing through a horizontal slit made in a grating) with an optimized profile should be considered.

Methods {#Sec4}
=======

The experiment was performed at the KEK LUCX facility^[@CR41]^. The detailed description of the accelerator, grating, and THz interferometer can be found in ref. ^[@CR25]^. As it was discussed in ref. ^[@CR42]^, the Michelson interferometer is optimized for a large bandwidth of both HP (polarization in the diffraction plane) and VP of the incoming radiation excluding only $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Initially, the interferometer was set to a zero-path difference point and a number of preliminary scans were performed in order to verify the grating angle and the position with respect to the electron beam. The CDR yield versus the angle between the electron beam and the flat side on the rear of the grating ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It was noted that the current experimental geometry for the investigation of the GDR properties has two impact parameters: vertical $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${h}_{v}$$\end{document}$ was obtained (Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} - green markers). The peak of the curve coincides with the target edge, the right slope corresponds to the CDR, and the left part is connected with CTR. A similar dependence for non-coherent radiation was measured in the optical wavelength range at the KEK ATF accelerator, and was discussed in ref. ^[@CR45]^. In order to avoid direct beam interaction with the grating and to maintain a significant CDR/GDR yield, the vertical impact-parameter for further measurements was chosen as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Electron beam parameter simulations^[@CR46],[@CR47]^ show that the transverse rms bunch size at the grating location was equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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